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Snakes 2013-06-24
a high interest science inquiry book in an exciting and easy to read format on the
ever popular subject of snakes

National Geographic Readers: Slither, Snake! 2015-05-12
meet different kinds of snakes find out where they live and what they do through
engaging text features such as the vocabulary tree and the wrap up activity kids
will be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups helping them make connections
between words and expanding their understanding of the world

National Geographic Readers: Snakes 2011-07-05
they re sssslithery slippery they creep us out but get to know them and you ll find
snakes private quiet types who just want a cool shady place to call home from the
tip of their forked tongues to skin that sheds to the rattles on certain tails these
creatures have secrets all kids will love cool photos and fun facts slip us inside
their surprising world national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common
core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information

National Geographic Readers: Slither, Snake! 2015-05-12
meet different kinds of snakes find out where they live and what they do through
engaging text features such as the vocabulary tree and the wrap up activity kids
will be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups helping them make connections
between words and expanding their understanding of the world

Slither, Snake! 2017
find out what kinds of snakes live where in this up close and slither y look at
these fascinating creatures

Slither, Snake! 2017-10-02
national geographic primary readers is a high interest series of beginning reading
books that have been developed in consultation with education experts the books pair
magnificent national geographic photographs with lively text by skilled children s
book authors across four reading levels level 1 early readerthese books contain
simple sentences and are just right for kids who can decode with ease and are
beginning to read fluently they are ideal for readers of yellow and blue banded
books meet different kinds of snakes find out where they live and what they do told
in simple yet lively text slither snake will enchant kids who are just beginning
their reading journey

National Geographic Kids Chapters: Scrapes With Snakes
2015-02-10
join national geographic expert and tv personality brady barr on some wild
adventures with snakes readers won t believe their eyes as they read barr s
hilarious and completely true accounts of his interactions with some of the biggest
weirdest and craziest snakes on earth filled with engaging photos fast facts and
fascinating sidebars readers won t want to put this book down



¡Serpentea, Serpiente! (Pre-reader) (National Geographic
Readers) 2019-05-16
slither snake is now in spanish meet different kinds of snakes find out where they
live and what they do through engaging text features such as the vocabulary tree and
the wrap up activity kids will be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups helping
them make connections between words and expanding their understanding of the world

National Geographic Readers: Reptiles (L1/Co-reader)
2022-09-20
find out about snakes crocodiles lizards turtles and other reptiles in this new co
reader from national geographic kids learn about your favorite scaly cold blooded
animals find out where they live what they eat why they shed their skin and more
national geographic readers have been a hit in the beginning reader category and
this book builds upon that success with a new approach parents and children reading
together with the same combination of careful text brilliant photographs and fun
approach to high interest subjects that has proved to be a winning formula with kids
national geographic co readers provide one page of adult read aloud and one page of
kid read aloud text on each spread building toward a collaborative reading
experience

National Geographic Reader: Reptiles (L1/Co-reader)
(National Geographic Readers) 2022-04-07
find out about snakes crocodiles lizards turtles and other reptiles in this new co
reader from national geographic kids

Slither, Snake! 2017
find out what kinds of snakes live where in this up close and slither y look at
these fascinating creatures

Content-Based Readers Fiction Fluent Plus (Science):
Cody's Snake Tale 2007-04-17
as cody learns about rattlesnakes and their life cycle his fear of snakes changes to
appreciation

National Geographic Readers: ¡Deslízate, Serpiente!
(Pre-Reader) (Spanish Edition) 2019-05-07
conoce a distintos tipos de serpientes descubre dónde viven y qué hacen usando
herramientas interactivas como el árbol de vocabulario y la actividad final los
niños aprenden vocabulario en grupos conceptuales lo cual les ayuda a encontrar
conexiones entre palabras y ampliar su comprensión del mundo

National Geographic Readers: Amazon Animals (L3) 2023
squirrel monkeys glass frogs basilisk lizards and capybaras have something in common
they all live in the amazon rainforest meet these and other incredible animals in
this new reader that is perfect for fluent readers featuring 100 wild and wonderful



facts

Las Serpientes 2016-07-19
learn all about snakes in this exciting reader packed with beautiful and engaging
photos kids will learn all about these amazing animals this level 2 reader is
carefully leveled for an early independent reading or read aloud experience perfect
to

National Geographic Readers: Dolphins 2012-07-24
everyone loves the smile on a dolphin s face though smart enough to become theme
park tricksters dolphins are first and foremost wild mammals melissa stewart s
lively text outlines our responsibility to conserve their natural environment this
high interest book also offers an interactive experience to boost awareness of these
adorable creatures national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common core
resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information

National Geographic Readers: Titanic 2012-07-24
get kids reading with cool information about the subjects that interest them the
most national geographic readers are high interest exciting and easy to read the
latest in the series titanic is no exception just in time for the 100th anniversary
of the olympic class passenger liner s ill fated journey this title is replete with
brilliant photographs and exclusive in depth coverage including bob ballard s 1985
discovery brought to you only as national geographic can the industrial feat of the
powerful ship the tragedy of the wreckage and the fascinating stories of survival
bring the historical significance of the titanic to a new audience in this level 3
reader

National Geographic Readers: Rainforests (L2) 2021-10-05
rainforests cover only a small amount of the planet but they have more unique plants
and animals than anywhere else on earth packed with captivating photos this level 2
reader reveals the layers of rainforests the difference between temperate and
tropical rainforests and some of the amazing animals that live in these important
ecosystems these key features make national geographic level 2 readers a winner with
kids parents and educators expert vetted text appropriate for age level 5 to 8 and
grade level k to 3rd grade brilliant and eye catching national geographic images
high interest topic a fun approach to reading accessible yet wide ranging
information for kids ready to read on their own perfect to encourage the scientists
and explorers of tomorrow about the series this high interest educationally vetted
readers series features magnificent national geographic images accompanied by text
written by experienced skilled children s book authors each reader includes
interactive features in which kids get to use what they ve learned in the book level
1 books reinforce the content of the book with a kinesthetic learning activity level
2 readers feature slightly higher level text and additional vocabulary words level 3
readers have more layers of information to challenge more proficient readers for
emerging readers the pre reader level introduces vocabulary and concepts and the co
reader level provides a collaborative reading experience praise for national
geographic readers reliable in format and solid in execution this series works well
to introduce children of varying levels of reading comfort to nonfiction and
research formats maggie reagan booklist complete your collection with these popular
level 2 national geographic readers national geographic readers sharks national
geographic readers snakes national geographic readers penguins national geographic



readers coral reefs

National Geographic Readers: Deadliest Animals
2012-07-24
did you know that a tiny golf ball sized creature called the blue ringed octopus
contains enough venom to kill 26 adult humans or why the sydney funnel web spider is
one of the most dangerous creatures in the world in this level 3 book kids will be
fascinated by 12 species that you hope you ll never come across sharks snakes
jellyfish and more these creatures are among the most threatening and interesting in
the world national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common core resources
visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information

Las Serpientes (Snakes) 2016-07-19
aprende todo sobre las serpientes en este libro para nianos

Snake Detective 2013-01-01
the first non fiction reading series for english language learners to present
captivating real world stories in print audio and video

National Geographic Readers: Rainforests (L2) 2021-10-05
rainforests cover only a small amount of the planet but they have more unique plants
and animals than anywhere else on earth packed with captivating photos this level 2
reader reveals the layers of rainforests the difference between temperate and
tropical rainforests and some of the amazing animals that live in these important
ecosystems these key features make national geographic level 2 readers a winner with
kids parents and educators expert vetted text appropriate for age level 5 to 8 and
grade level k to 3rd grade brilliant and eye catching national geographic images
high interest topic a fun approach to reading accessible yet wide ranging
information for kids ready to read on their own perfect to encourage the scientists
and explorers of tomorrow about the series this high interest educationally vetted
readers series features magnificent national geographic images accompanied by text
written by experienced skilled children s book authors each reader includes
interactive features in which kids get to use what they ve learned in the book level
1 books reinforce the content of the book with a kinesthetic learning activity level
2 readers feature slightly higher level text and additional vocabulary words level 3
readers have more layers of information to challenge more proficient readers for
emerging readers the pre reader level introduces vocabulary and concepts and the co
reader level provides a collaborative reading experience praise for national
geographic readers reliable in format and solid in execution this series works well
to introduce children of varying levels of reading comfort to nonfiction and
research formats maggie reagan booklist complete your collection with these popular
level 2 national geographic readers national geographic readers sharks national
geographic readers snakes national geographic readers penguins national geographic
readers coral reefs

National Geographic Readers: Stripes and Spots (Pre-
Reader) 2023
some animals have stripes some have spots and some have both explore the difference
between spots and stripes as you meet many animals with marvelous markings stripes



are long and spots are round but there s so much more to them than that in this
adorable pre reader see how a baby okapi follows its mom s stripes to travel through
the forest learn how giraffes can tell each other apart by their differently shaped
spots discover how deer emu and tigers use the patterns on their bodies to hide in
their environment and more perfect for kids who are ready to read with an adult
national geographic pre readers include simple expert vetted text and large engaging
photos on every page a vocabulary tree at the beginning of the book introduces kids
to key words in concept groups helping kids make connections between words plus a
wrap up activity gives kids a chance to use what they ve learned while expanding
their understanding of the animal world new readers will want to read stripes and
spots over and over again as they begin to recognize some of the awesome patterns on
animals skin or fur

Snake Detective 2009-03-25
a snake park in the sultanate of oman has a serious problem all but one of their
snakes have died the owner of the park has hired a snake detective to uncover the
mystery of the dying snakes why did the snakes die will the snake detective be able
to save the new snakes

Snake Species of the World 1999
describes the different types of dolphins where they live what they eat etc

Dolphins 2010
describes garter snakes including their distinctive characteristics habitats and
defenses provided by publisher

Garter Snakes 2010-12
describes what are meteorites and where do they come from

Meteors 2015
discover the coolest robots of today and tomorrow in this colorful photo packed book
in this inviting and entertaining format kids will learn about the science behind
these amazing machines this level 3 reader is written in an easy to grasp style to
encourage the scientists of tomorrow national geographic supports k 12 educators
with ela common core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information

National Geographic Readers: Robots 2014-04-08
find out what happens when predator is pitted against predator in this exciting
informative reader the level 1 text provides accessible yet wide ranging information
about some of the world s most amazing creatures for beginning readers

National Geographic Readers: Predator Face-Off
2017-07-25
meet huge komodo dragons flying lizards and all sorts of amazing creatures that
really are stranger than fiction each book in the co reader series provides one page
of text for adults to read aloud and one page text for kids to read aloud on each
spread building toward a collaborative reading experience full color



Real Dragons 2018
provides information on the titanic discussing the ship the tragedy and the stories
of survivors

Titanic 2012
ants are everywhere they creep they crawl they climb and they fall but they get up
and they keep on working ants come in all different shapes different sizes and
different colors and they do a lot of different jobs these hard working little
creatures thrive wherever they go making whatever adaptations necessary in their
ever changing world

Ants 2010
what do chameleons octopuses and arctic foxes all have in common they change color
meet amazing animals that alter their appearances in this level 2 reader packed with
beautiful and engaging photos this new leveled reader dives into the amazing world
of animals that change their appearance based on environment the need to blend in to
hunt or stay safe and even their mood kids will learn all about the how and why of
these amazing animal transformations national geographic readers combination of
expert vetted text brilliant images and a fun approach to reading have proved to be
a winning formula with kids parents and educators level 2 text provides accessible
yet wide ranging information for kids ready to read on their own perfect to
encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow

National Geographic Readers: Animals That Change Color
(L2) 2020-01-07
authentic leveled content that helps students practice and develop their nonfiction
reading skills

Snakes 2004-11-01
blast off on a trip to discover the fascinating world of meteors in this image
packed book kids will learn all about these objects hurtling through space and into
our atmosphere this level 3 reader is written in an easy to grasp style to encourage
the scientists and explorers of tomorrow

National Geographic Readers: Meteors 2015-01-06
are there some snakes as long as school busses can some snakes swallow a whole pig
in one bite find out more about snakes in this exciting book

Snakes 1993-03-24
come face to face with sharks wolves tigers and many more predators in this gripping
new addition to the national geographic kids reader series amazing animal photos
will wow kids as they discover how predators hunt raise their young and contribute
to the food chain this level 2 reader is written in easy to grasp text and will help
kids understand who rules in the wild



National Geographic Readers: Deadly Predators 2013-07-09
in this title learn about the different types flying tree snakes and their habitats
and habits includes maps fast facts and color photographs

Flying Snake 2019-02-01
provides information on snakes in general by looking at the specific example of
california mountain kingsnakes

A Snake's Life 2012-01-01
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